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Straight Leg Walking Strategy for Torque-controlled Humanoid Robots

Yangwei You, Songyan Xin, Chengxu Zhou, Nikos Tsagarakis

Abstract— Most humanoid robots walk in an unhuman-like 
way with bent knees due to the use of the simplified Linear 
Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) which constrains the Center 
of Mass (CoM) in a horizontal plane. Therefore it results in high 
knee joint torque and extra energy consumption. To address 
this issue, we propose a simple yet efficient c ontrol s trategy to 
realize straight leg walking. First, theoretical analyses of sim-
plified m odels p rovide i nsight i nto Z ero M oment P oint (ZMP) 
deviations during straight knee walking. Based on the finding 
that the deviation is limited comparing to the support polygon, 
we decide to keep using the LIPM for high-level planning, but 
let the robot perform straight leg walking automatically via the 
optimization-based low-level controller. By setting the desired 
CoM height slightly over the robot’s reachable height, the low-
level controller will attempt to straighten the robot’s leg to 
reach this vertical reference, in the meanwhile, also satisfy the 
constraints (i.e. dynamic feasibility, friction cone, torque limits). 
The simulation results of the humanoid robot WALK-MAN 
demonstrate the feasibility of proposed control strategy with 
relatively high energy efficiency. A  t ypical b utterfly sh ape of 
CoM trajectory was also observed in the frontal plane which 
is common in human walking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human walks in a pendulum-like manner to make their 
muscles work efficiently [1]. This pendular mechanism is the 
consequence of the straightened leg during walking, which 
makes it easier for the leg muscles to accelerate the Center of 
Mass (CoM) and support body weight, therefore improving

the energy efficiency [2]. But how to make the bipedal 
robots walk in such a energy efficient way? One of the best 
examples is the passive dynamic walker which could perform 
human-like gait with no actuations but only gravity [3]. The 
passive dynamic walker has demonstrated several human

walking characteristics such as stretched-knees, heel-strike 
and toe-off. However, these motions are rarely seen on their

powered companions, the actuated humanoids, despite most 
of them have very similar physical capabilities comparing to
human. There exists no particular reason why these robots 
could not perform energy efficient walking with straightened

leg as human does. A main practical reason lies in the control

strategy used to generate walking motions.

Simplified models are often used to abstract the whole 
body dynamic of humanoid robot. Linear Inverted Pendulum

Model (LIPM) [4] approximates the whole robot as a point

mass which is constrained in a predefined plane. The point

mass was later replaced by a flywheel to introduce angular

momentum about the CoM, and this leads to the Linear

Fig. 1. Snapshots of WALK-MAN straight leg walking (time interval 0.5s).

Inverted Pendulum Plus Flywheel Model [5]. These two

models are usually used to generate walking pattern for

humanoid robots. However, the robots need to walk with

bent knees due to the assumption of constant CoM height.

Adding two massless spring legs to the point mass produces

the Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) [6] which is

better when considering the compliant behaviors observed

in human walking. Although the motion generated by SLIP

model is more natural than LIPM, its nonlinear characteristic

makes it difficult for on-line planning.

Many studies have taken CoM height variation into con-

sideration for planning in order to generate more human-

like walking motion. Howerver, introducing CoM vertical

motion leads to the nonlinear Zero Moment Point (ZMP)

constraints. Different approaches have been proposed to

address the nonlinearity. One way is to define the vertical

motion beforehand, then the ZMP constraints will be still

linear and could be solved via linear approaches. Limiting

CoM to a sculptured surface, CoM trajectory can be uniquely

defined along the surface satisfying the ZMP constraint [7].

Given CoM vertical oscillation, analytic solution is proposed

to cooperate the vertical motion with horizontal ones [8]. Li

et al. [9] proposed virtual spring-damper model to generate

the vertical CoM motion which is independent from the

horizontal motions. Englsberger et al. realized 3D walking

based on the divergent component of motion [10]. Partic-

ularly, the humanoid WABIAN [11] could perform knee

stretching walking by predefining the trajectory of support-

leg’s knee joint, and it could also realize heel-contact and

toe-off motions with specially designed passive toe joints.

Inspired by Raibert’s work [12], [13] realized humanoid-like

walking by determining foot placement via on-line linear

regression, however it is hard to fully utilize ankle torque

to help stabilizing.

Considering the nonlinear ZMP constraint, a way to gen-

erate 3D CoM motion is presented in [14] in which the
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ZMP constraint is expressed in quadratic form and then

the problem can be solved as a quadratically constrained

quadratic program. In order to handle the height variations

on rough terrain, Feng et al. [15] generated 3D CoM

trajectory using Differential Dynamic Programming with

explicitly added vertical component to their CoM model.

These nonlinear numerical techniques are usually computer-

intensive. Approaches transferring nonlinearity into linearity

by approximating the nonlinear bounds with linear ones

have been proposed in [16], the 3D CoM motion generation

problem can be included directly into a LMPC scheme with

those new bounds.

The above mentioned methods either need specific design

of the vertical CoM motion, or demand heavy computational

power. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce a simple yet

efficient strategy to realize straight leg walking on a torque-

controlled humanoid robot. Starting with the analyses of the

ZMP deviation caused by the CoM vertical motion, we find

out this deviation is not critical comparing to the stability

margin of ZMP. Therefore, we propose to release the tracking

of CoM vertical motion in low level controller, nevertheless

the deviated ZMP will still be constrained inside support

polygon through proper distribution of GRF by the low-level

controller.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a model

is applied to analyze the ZMP behavior caused by the CoM

vertical motion and demonstrate the feasibility of proposed

strategy. Section III presents the overall control framework

including a high-level controller in which CoM trajectory

and foot placement are generated and a low-level controller

which generates joint torque commands with consideration of

whole body dynamics and other constraints. In Section IV,

simulations are performed on the humanoid robot WALK-

MAN using the proposed control strategy. The paper ends

up with conclusions and an outlook for future researches.

II. SIMPLIFIED MODEL AND ANALYSIS

For on-line planning, a simplified, especially linear model

is preferred to provide a longer preview horizon. Neverthe-

less, it is difficult to consider complicated constraints, such

as the kinematic constraint of legs. To realize straight leg

walking, our idea is using LIMP for planning but consid-

ering the kinematic constraint in low-level controller which

involves the whole body dynamic model of the robot. More

detailedly, we will set the predefined height of LIPM a bit

higher than the maximum reachable one. And then the low-

level controller will try its best to stretch the leg to track the

desired height but still meet the constraints. To evaluate its

feasibility, ZMP derivation caused by the proposed control

strategy is analyzed below.

In LIPM, the CoM moves in a constant height which

results in bent-knee motions. Here, assume the legs of

humanoid robots are fully extended and the resulted CoM

motion follows a inverted pendulum swing curve. The in-

duced vertical motion will lead to ZMP deviation from the

one planned by LIPM.
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Fig. 2. Simplified model and ZMP deviation in sagittal plane.
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(b) Trajectory and ZMP deviation

Fig. 3. Simplified model and ZMP deviation in lateral plane.

Considering the motion of CoM of a robot, the ZMP

constraints could be expressed as a nonlinear differential

equation:

cx,y −
mczc̈x,y − SL̇

x,y

m(c̈z + gz)
= zx,y ∈ conv{pi} (1)

where c stands for the motion of CoM and z for ZMP, m
is the total mass of robot and L is the angular momentum

around CoM. g is the gravitational acceleration constant.

Those superscripts indicate the motion coordinate. conv{pi}
represents the convex hull of contact points and S is a simple

rotation matrix [17].

Since we mainly focus on straight knee strategy and

will not manipulate angular momentum to help balancing,

angular momentum is going to be neglected in the following

analyses. In this case, the ZMP constraint is simplified to:

cx,y −
cz

c̈z + gz
c̈x,y = zx,y ∈ conv{pi} (2)

Assuming the reference CoM trajectory is planned based

on LIPM with constant desired CoM height cz
0 and desired

ZMP at the center of foot zx,y = 0. The resulting CoM

dynamic could be derived by substituting cz
0 and c̈z = 0

to equation (2):






c̈x,y = gz c
x,y

cz
0

c̈z = 0
(3)

The ordinary differential equations (3) have analytic solu-

tions [18]:

cx,y = cx,y(0) cosh(t/Tc) + Tcċ
x,y(0) sinh(t/Tc)

Tc =
√

cz
0/g

(4)
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Where t is the time, cx,y(0) and ċx,y(0) are the initial po-

sition and velocity of CoM. To further simplify the analysis,

we consider the CoM motion in sagittal (x-z) and lateral (y-

z) plane separately. As mentioned above, in order to make

the robot walk with straight leg, the desired CoM height cz
0

will be set higher than the maximum reachable one r. And

this would encourage the robot to stretch the legs as much

as possible. In this case, the resulting CoM motion achieved

by low-level controller will be an arc. So the CoM position

and acceleration along z direction are:

cz =
√

r2 − (cx,y)2

c̈z = −
cx,yc̈x,y

cz
−

(ċx,y)2

cz
−

(cx,yċx,y)2

(cz)3
(5)

It should be noted that actually r is not constant and will

change when the robot is moving like lifting its swing leg.

But here for simplicity, we assume it is constant. Substitute

equations (5) into (2), we get the ZMP deviation caused by

the CoM vertical variation:

zx,y = cx,y −
(cz)4c̈x,y

(gzcz − cx,yc̈x,y − (ċx,y)2)(cz)2 − (cx,yċx,y)2

(6)

According to equation (4), (5), (6), the deviation of ZMP

is related to the time t, initial position cx,y(0) and velocity

ċx,y(0) of CoM, CoM’s maximum reachable length r and

the desired CoM height cz
0. To ensure the knees stretching

straight during walking, cz
0 should not be smaller than r.

Here we set cz
0 = r = 1 m which is similar to the CoM

height of WALK-MAN in its static standing posture. We can

calculate the ZMP deviations in sagittal and lateral planes by

setting typical initial states. The initial position and velocity

for the sagittal plane are -0.3 m and 0.98 m/s while the ones

for lateral plane are -0.16 m and 0.48 m/s when left leg

is supporting alone. Fig. 2 and 3 show the ZMP deviations

in the two directions. Blue solid line is the CoM trajectory

and red dash-dot line is the ZMP deviation. The maximum

ZMP derivation in lateral plane is less than 1 cm , quite

small compared with foot width 16 cm while the one in

sagittal plane is around 6 cm. However since the foot size

is also longer (30 cm) in sagittal plane, the deviation is

acceptable. This analysis result indicates it is possible to

plan CoM trajectory via LIPM with an unreachable CoM

height and then try to consider the constraints neglected by

the simplified model in low level controller. More details

about our control method are introduced below.

III. CONTROL FRAMEWORK

The control framework consists of a high-level part and a

low-level part. The high-level controller generates gait pat-

terns using Model Predictive Control scheme with LIPM as

its internal model [19]. The low-level controller is formulated

as a quadratic optimization problem to generate joint torques

according to given tasks with respect to constraints, such as

dynamic feasibility, friction cone, torque limits.

Walking is actually a multi-task motion. It involves carte-

sian space trajectory tracking, partial body posture regu-

lation while maintaining dynamic balance. While dealing

with multiple tasks, traditional null-space projection based

techniques could be applied to solve the problem in a

hierarchical manner [20] [21]. But this analytical techniques

can not properly handle inequality constraints, such as torque

limit and friction cone limit. Researchers turn to numerical

method which is better at considering different constraints.

Although detailed formulations differ, most of approaches

formulate the floating base inverse dynamics as a quadratic

programming (QP) problem with equality and inequality

constraints [22]–[26].

Quadratic formulation is adopted to solve whole body

dynamics. Different weights are used to balance multiple

tasks in the cost function without considering strict priorities

among them. It is simple to implement and also numerically

robust. Hard constraints such as joint torque limits and

friction cone limits are formulated as inequality constraints.

We will give details about our low-level controller, starting

from the Equation of Motion (EoM) of the whole robot:

M(q)q̈+ h(q, q̇) = ST
τ + JT

c (q)λ (7)

with the inertia matrix M(q), the force vector h(q) which

is sum of Coriolis, centrifugal and gravitational forces and

the ground reaction force λ. JT
c is corresponding Jacobian,

τ is joint torque, q represents the n degrees of freedom

(DoF) generalized coordinates which include base and body

joint coordinate q = [qT
f
,qT

r
]T, and S = [0nr×nf

, Inr
] is a

selection matrix which separates the nr = n − nf actuated

joints from the nf = 6 floating-base DoFs.

EoM (7) relates generalized acceleration q̈, contact forces

λ and joint torques τ together. We choose X = [q̈T,λT]T as

optimization variables for the following QP problem :

min
X

n
∑

i=1

ωi

2
||AiX− bi||

2 (8)

subject to

Mf(q)q̈+ hf(q, q̇) = JT
cf(q)λ (9)

τ = S(M(q)q̈+ h(q, q̇)− JT
c (q)λ) ∈ [τmin, τmax] (10)

Jcq̈+ J̇cq̇ = 0 (11)

|
fx
fz

| ≤ µ, |
fy
fz

| ≤ µ (12)

d−x ≤
my

fz
≤ d+x , d−y ≤ −

mx

fz
≤ d+y (13)

The objective function tries to minimize the tracking error

of different tasks, but their relative importance is decided

by corresponding weight ωi. Tasks usually involve: motion

tasks (regulating CoM position or tracking end-effectors’

space trajectory), contact force tasks (optimizing contact

force distribution) and joint torque tasks (assigning joint

torques).
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The constraints (9) and (10) ensure the dynamics feasibil-

ity and joint torque limits, the subscript f in (9) stands for

the six DoFs of floating base. (11) makes sure there is no slip

in contact points. The contact wrench can be expressed as:

λ = [fx, fy, fz,mx,my,mz]
T. The nonlinear friction cone is

approximated as a linear polyhedral cone in which constraint

(12) makes the contact force stay. (13) restricts ZMP stay

inside support polygon which is defined within the limits

[d−x , d
+
x ] and [d−y , d

+
y ].

Using this formulation, each task is defined by correspond-

ing matrix Atask and btask.

1) Motion tasks: Motion task is one of most common

tasks that robots are required to perform. Here, two examples

are given: CoM trajectory tracking and end-effector trajectory

tracking.

For CoM tracking, considering the centroidal dynamics

[27], the system’s linear momentum P and angular momen-

tum L is linear with the generalized velocity q̇:
[

P

L

]

= H(q)q̇ (14)

with H is called the centroidal momentum matrix. Taking

derivative of this equation will give:
[

Ṗ

L̇

]

= Hq̈+ Ḣq̇ (15)

It is obvious that the changing rate of momentum Ṗ and

L̇ is linear function of q̈. As a result, the task matrix below

could be used to track desired changing rate of momentum:

AH = [H, 0], bH =

[

Ṗref

L̇ref

]

− Ḣq̇ (16)

Typically, reference changing rate of momentum could be

defined as:
[

Ṗref

L̇ref

]

=

[

Ṗdes

L̇des

]

+Kp

[

cdes − c

0

]

+Kd

[

Pdes −P

Ldes − L

]

(17)

with Kp and Kd the gains of the PD feedback controller.

Trajectory tracking for end-effector in Cartesian space is

formulated as:

Acartesian = [J, 0], bcartesian = ẍref − J̇q̇ (18)

with J the spacial jacobian matrix corresponding to the frame

attached to the robot. ẍref is the reference spacial acceleration

which can be calculated with:

ẍref = ẍdes +Kp(xdes − x) +Kd(ẋdes − ẋ) (19)

where xdes, ẋdes and ẍdes are desired end-effectors’ position,

velocity and acceleration.

2) Contact force tasks: Sometimes it is required for the

robot to control its contact force with the environment. This

could be achieved by formulation:

Aforce = [0, I], bforce = λdes (20)

with λdes the desired contact forces.

3) Joint torque tasks: To directly control joint torque, the

task could be formulated as:

Aτ = S[M, JT
c ], bτ = τdes − Sh (21)

with τdes is the desired joint torque vector.

IV. SIMULATION

To evaluate the effectiveness and performance, the pro-

posed control method was tested on WALK-MAN [28] in

ROS-Gazebo simulation environment. WALK-MAN contains

31 DoFs with height around 1.9 m and total mass 130 Kg.

It has two 6 DoFs legs and two 7 DoFs arms, and others

are for waist and neck joints. Each joint is torque controlled

with combined feed-forward and feedback terms:

τ = τref+Kp(qref−q)+Kd(q̇ref−q̇)+Ki

∫

(qref−q) (22)

Where τref is the joint torque computed from inverse dy-

namics as (10), qref and q̇ref are the joint position and velocity

integrated from the joint acceleration which is forepart of the

optimization variable (8). Kp, Kd and Ki are PID gains for

the feedback term. Here we didn’t use the integration item

and set Ki = 0. Feed-forward torque dominates the control

command while feedback gains are so small that the robot

can not even stand up without feed-forward torques. The

control frequency is 500 Hz.

In this simulation, the high-level controller used LMPC to

generate the CoM and foot trajectories first. Since the CoM

height during straight standing is around 1.15 m, therefore

we set the desired CoM height of LIPM to 1.17 m to let the

low-level controller enforce leg straightening during walking.

The z direction is vertical while x is along forward direction

and y is lateral. The time of each step is 1.5 second, and no

double-support phase is considered except the starting and

ending steps. The foot placement is determined automatically

by the high-level controller, but for the ending step, the foot

placement is set the same with the starting step in y direction.

Besides, the CoM terminal position of starting and ending

steps and terminal velocity of each step is also assigned.

The detailed trajectories generated by high-level controller

can refer to Fig. 4.

The objectives set for this simulation in low-level con-

troller were to track the CoM and foot trajectories, and

keep upper body upright. At the same time, the low-level

controller also ensured that the kinematic and dynamic con-

straints were satisfied. So even when the trajectories planned

by high-level controller were not tracked very strictly, the

ZMP constraints would still be satisfied by low-level con-

troller. We set the desired CoM height a little higher than

maximum and try to track it as well as possible via low-

level controller. Fig. 1 shows the snapshots of WALK-MAN

walking with straight legs and Fig. 4 presents the simulation

data.

In Fig. 4, the blue solid line is the measured data collected

from simulated WALK-MAN robot and the red dash-dot line

is the desired one planned by high-level controller. The CoM
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Fig. 4. CoM and ZMP trajectories when walking straight (blue solid line
is measured and red dash-dot line is desired).

and ZMP trajectories along x direction were tracked quite

well while the ones along y direction were a bit worse.

It is because less ankle torque can be used to keep stable

and maintain precise tracking in y direction due to smaller

foot width compared with its length. Notable result in this

simulation data is the CoM tracking along z direction. We can

see it was not tracked strictly, instead, it oscillated under the

desired height just as we expected. Besides, during walking

CoM height was possible to be higher than the one when

the robot was standing straight just as shown in Fig. 4(c),

because the robot needed to lift its swing leg for walking and
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Fig. 5. CoM trajectory projected in front y-z plane.
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Fig. 6. Knee position and torque data (blue solid and dash-dot lines are
for left and right straight legs,red solid and dash-dot lines are for left and
right bent legs).

the maximum CoM reachable height would increase. The

CoM heights at the beginning and the end of walking were

different, because the robot postures at the two moments

were not exactly the same and corresponding maximum CoM

reachable heights were different. Fig. 5 shows the CoM

trajectory in the front y-z plane and it is quite similar with

the typical butterfly shape observed in human walking [29].

To compare our proposed control strategy with the normal

LIPM one with low CoM height, we let the robot walk in

simulation again but with a constant CoM height 1.1 m. The

robot can track the planned CoM trajectory very well but

needs much bigger torque in knee joints. Fig. 6 shows the

comparison result. Blue lines are collected from our control

strategy while red ones are for the walking with constant

CoM height 1.1 m which is typical for WALK-MAN robot

generating LIPM walking pattern. And solid and dash-dot

lines represent left and right knees separately. By using our

control strategy, the knee angles are quite close to zero

and the corresponding joint torques are almost half of the

ones with constant low CoM height. High energy efficiency

is promised for our control strategy. This simulation result

supported our hypothesis well and proved the feasibility of

our methods.
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V. CONCLUSION

To reduce required torque in knee joints and improve

energy efficiency, this paper proposed a new strategy to

realize human-like straight leg walking. An optimal con-

troller is designed and it consists of high-level part and

low-level part. In the high-level controller, a reference CoM

trajectory is generated based on LIPM using LMPC. Low-

level controller uses quadratic programing to optimize joint

torque commands which takes the whole body dynamics into

account and can follow the reference CoM trajectory fairly

well. To encourage straight leg walking, we set the desired

CoM height of LIPM a little higher than the maximum

reachable one. In this case, the motion in x and y direction

of CoM is strictly tracked but the planned trajectory in z

direction will be revised by the low level controller due to

the kinematic limit of legs. The ZMP deviation caused by

the revision is also studied and proved to be quite small.

Besides the ZMP constraint is also properly handled through

GRF distribution in the low-level controller, so this control

strategy won’t make the foot rotate. Simulation performed on

WALK-MAN shows the CoM trajectory in the frontal plane

forms a typical butterfly shape similar to human walking,

and much less torque is needed in the knee joints compared

with walking with low constant CoM height.

This study provides a different view to realize straight leg

walking for humanoid robots. High energy efficiency and

low torque requirement in knee joints are promised. In the

future, we will implement it to the real robot and try to

combine it with other manipulation tasks to make the robot

more versatile.
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